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Organization 
Where do I find what my child needs to get done?

How do I help them to be organized and eventually do self monitoring of their own 
learning/managing of what they have to get done?

● Google classroom
● Student Planner
● Daily/nightly routines
● Regular check - ins/monitoring



Organization
Your child will click on the Google Classroom ICON  from the 9 dots in the corner of their screen for the classroom choices. 

Planner page

https://docs.google.com/document/d/12rZGVAP0CrLG8RgOrY0hUTCHjcGcGeFRWAxkvqnAI6I/edit






How to check assignments from Classroom



Google Calendar - Assignment Check

Infinite Campus is another place to check for assignments/missing assignments.



Consistency and structure help develop lasting habits.

Regular routine for homework: 

➔ Designated homework space and time to do it.
➔ Setting a schedule at home that works for you and your child. 

◆ Right after school, allowing down time before getting started, after practices, etc… 
➔ Have your child show you the planner page. 
➔ Check Infinite Campus once a week together.

◆ Look for missing or late work
➔ Organizers for student work - most use the trapper keepers
➔ Homework Structure

◆ Typically math practice daily less than 10 problems most of the time they have 5 or less because they have work time in the room.
◆ Reading 20 min

● Novel, science article, social studies article

➔ Study Habits - Locate study materials when there is a test coming up
◆ Knowing when tests are to review several days before
◆ Quizlet
◆ Stemscope
◆ Study guides

Regular preparation for next day: Students have a better start to their day when they are prepared for school.

● Make sure school bag has all folders, trapper keeper, book, chromebook ready to go.
○ Have a certain spot where their bag goes for easy access to get and go.

● Chromebook is charged 



Regular Check In
Life gets busy!  Slow it down and take time to 
check in.

Regular Check in’s with your child with open 
ended questions.

● Ask who they sit with at lunch.
● Ask who they sit by in their classes.
● Ask about their friends, who they ride with 

on the bus, what they like best about 
school.

● Ask how they did on a test they had.
● Have them show you their google 

classroom and planner page.
● Have them show you how to check their 

grades.
○ Ask what they feel good about in a 

class and then what they are 
struggling with.

Managing Workload

How to get help to stay on top of things:

Be sure to communicate with your child’s 
teacher with questions or concerns.

● Students have IDM time, before or after school
● Reach out to Mrs. Reinertson and Mrs. 

Carlson for support.
● We are here to teach our students to become 

independent young adults.  Focusing on the 
“Bomber 3”.

○ Responsibility, Respect, Self-control



Communication
Ways that are helpful to you as you help your middle schooler navigate through 
their learning:

● Infinite Campus
○ Check progress
○ Check Attendance/tardies
○ Chromebook damages
○ Lunch account

● Contact school personnel



Middle School Announcements



Ballard Website - Schools - Middle School Tab



Announcements - Middle School Home Page



Contacting School Personnel



Getting to Infinite Campus







This will pop  up on the screen first.  
Choose who is signing in.

This will be the next box 
that pops up to get logged 
in.





How to check grades/assignments







Attendance

We want our students to be in attendance to get the most out 
of their education.  We are a mandatory reporting center 
which requires us to stay on top of student attendance.  

● Call in to report the absence
● If your child is sick for more than 10 days in a semester we may ask for a doctor’s note to help with 

our documentation.
● If your leaving for a vacation let us know so we can get that into the system.



Attendance Letter to Parents

The following procedures will be used to ensure that students do not develop excessive absences:
1.  On the 5th absence from any class per semester,  an attendance email will be sent home to 

communicate to parents.

2. On the 8th absence from any class per semester,  an attendance email will be sent home to 
communicate to parents and meet with the student.  

3. On the 10th day absent from any class per semester a letter will be sent home and a 
conference with student and parent/guardian will be contacted.

In the event a student exceeds 10 absences the school may reach out to the Story County 
Attorney’s office for assistance to help aid in the success of the student involved.



What do I need to do when I am absent?

● Check the planner on your chromebook for assignments.

● Check google classroom for each subject area to see what was covered the 

day/days missed.

● Email teachers any questions you have.



Cell Phones - Be Respectful
● Phones are put into the classroom pocket holder as  you enter the 

classroom.
● You may have your cell phone at lunch.  
● Not allowed for use in the restrooms, locker rooms, during 

Assemblies, or any area where a reasonable expectation of privacy 
exists.

Response to non-compliance: 

○ If the phone is not in the pocket  holder in the classroom, the teacher will have you turn 
it into the office.  It will be in the office for 4 weeks from 7:55 - 3:00. 



Food Service 
● Breakfast and lunches are free at this point.

○ Breakfast starts at 7:30
● Extra’s are a charge and can creep up rather quickly.

○ Can have the option to block if needed
● Lunch is 30 minutes for each grade but the doors to get more food will close 5 minutes 

before the lunch is over to allow them to clean up and get ready for the next group.  
● To add money to your child’s account you can have them drop it off in the office.  It 

usually takes a day to get uploaded into the system.



Operational Basics and Developmental Success
We will work together teaching the students to become amazing young adults.

➔ “The Bomber 3” - Responsibility, Respect, Self-Control
➔ We know it takes all of us to help develop the students.  

◆ We are also here for their social and emotional development. 



The Middle School Brain
● Middle Schoolers are in “Early 

Adolescence”
● Different parts of the brain are 

developing at different times.
● Agenda:

○ Cognitive Changes
○ Social-Emotional Changes
○ Parent Survival Tips



Cognitive Changes
● “Changes in thinking”
●  5 Major Changes:

○ They can think about possibilities
○ They can think about abstract concepts
○ Their metacognitive abilities improve 

(they can think about thinking) 
○ They can think multi-dimensionally, 

playing one idea off of another
○ They can think relativistically, 

understanding things from different 
points of views.



Cognitive Changes
● This is why we typically find some 

dissonance/conflict with early 
adolescents.

● However, this is a perfect 
opportunity to start have complex 
discussions. Pre-frontal cortex takes 

the longest to develop.
● This is the part 

that regulates 
mood, and plays a 
large part in 
planning, decision 
making, and 
controlling 
impulses

Until it develops, they 
make decisions with 
their amygdala

● This is the 
survival part of 
the brain that 
makes split 
second decisions 
based on 
environment.



Social-Emotional Changes
● “Changes in feelings and behaviors”
● New cognitive changes = changes in how they view the world.
● Main changes:

○ Experience a withdraw from parental figures and seek other adults or friends as role models.
○ Place greater importance on friends and groups
○ Seek out their own peer groups to associate with 
○ Encounter peer pressure, the need to conform to the accepted ideas of the group. 
○ Frequently feel: Social discomfort, Awkwardness, Loneliness, Angry, Sad, Anxious



Social-Emotional Changes
In tandem with the previous changes; there are two big concepts that frequently 
drive teen behavior and emotions:

The Spotlight Effect

● The idea that, in any social 
situation, everyone's attention 
focus is only on them.

The Personal Fable

● The belief that a young 
adolescent's feelings and 
thoughts are unique to them and 
that the people around them 
have never experienced the 
emotions they are having. 



Tips for “Survival”
● Middle Schoolers will be inconsistent:

○ They are using their “quick decision” brain. Talking through changes and helping with 
decision-making skills will benefit both you and your students in the long run.

● They want to feel seen and heard:
○ Just listening is sometimes the best way to help. Resist always giving advice or opinions. 

Instead help them walk though what they want to do (if anything at all). Validate their feelings 
and new opinions.

● Be realistic
○ Honesty is the best policy. We expect it from them so we should also give it to them. Be 

realistic about the types of situations they may face (peer pressure, bullying, social stress etc.) 
and help them work through those experiences.



Tips for “Survival”
● FOMO is very very  real.

○ FOMO = Fear of Missing Out. Middle Schoolers are peer-centered. Thinking that they are 
missing something essential can be triggering. This is a good opportunity to have discussions 
about the reality that we all can’t/shouldn’t live the same lives as others.

● They are going to test you and everyone around them.
○ Simply put, they are discovering themselves and learning how to manage their new thinking 

skills. This includes testing previously set boundaries. Before/after boundaries are broken, it’s 
best to sit down and discuss the why behind the rules.

■ Remember they are now starting to think abstractly and are able to better understand 
why they have boundaries at home and at school.



Question & Answer
Wheels spinning?  Got questions?  We can help, send us an email with you 

questions.

Mrs. Reinertson and Mrs. Carlson


